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16th November 1876. 

The Society held its Forty-third Annual General, or 
Anniversary, Meeting on 16th November 1876, when the follow
ing . Address was delivered by the President, DAVID MILNE 
HOME, Esq. of Milnegraden, LL.D., F.P.R.S.E., F.G.S. 

Ton are aware that it is customary in most of our scientific 
bodies to begin a new session with a few remarks from the chair 
bearing on their objects and operations. 

I was in hopes that our Patron, the Duke of Argyll, would have 
done us the honour of being present this evening to give the 
opening address. He was applied to, and His Grace received 
the application very cordially, but he found that he was unable 
to leave home at present for reasons which he was so good as to 
explain to the Secretary and to me, and the cogency of which we 
could not but acknowledge and regret. It has therefore fallen to 
me to attempt a duty which His Grace would have fulfilled so 
much better. 

Since our last session, which closed on 11th May, the only 
operations of our Society have been several excursions to placed 
of interest in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, to give member^ 
an opportunity of examining rocks in situ, and collecting fossils. 
These excursions were under the leadership of members of the 
Society, who knew the localities and could point out what was 
worth looking at. I regretted not having had it in my power to 
attend any of these excursions. I think the practice a most 
useful one, and I hope it will not be given up. 

During the last six months several things have occurred of 
interest in Scottish geology, which I may not unfitly bring under 
your notice. 

1. In June an address on the " Parallel Roads of Glen Eoy " 
was given in the Royal Institution, London, by Professor Tyndall 
of London', a gentleman well known for his eminent scientific 
attainments, and for his devotion to speculations connected with 
glacier action. 

It appears that the Professor, shortly before his address, came 
from London to theLochaber district, and spent some days there 
in making himself conversant with the.pherioraena; to enable him 
to form an opinion on the question as to the origin of the roads. 

A printed copy of this address was kindly sent to me, on a 
perusal of which I found my name mentioned in complimentary 
terms, but my theory to account for the " roads " vigorously 
disputed. 

I have drawn up a paper containing an answer to Professor 
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Tyndall's criticisms. My previous memoirs on this, subject 
having appeared in the " Transactions of the Eoyal Society of 
Edinburgh," this new paper I will lay before that society. 

2. In September the British Association met at Glasgow. Its 
Geological Section was properly and ably presided over by 
Professor Young. 

I regretted the small number of papers brought before the 
Section and of eminent geologists who attended. The tdtal number 
of individuals who submitted papers was 28, of whom 8 were 
Scotsmen, and 3 were members of our Society. 

One of the most interesting and instructive of the papers read 
was one by the Duke of Argyll, " Gn the Physical Structure of 
the Highlands of Scotland, in connection with their Geological 
History." 

In this paper His Grace gave a clear and graphic summary of 
all the geological formations of the Highlands, with a sketch of 
the various agencies—chemical, volcanic, and glacial—by which 
the composition- and. present position of these formations had 
been effected. 

A discussion followed, in which three or four professors, besides 
other geologists, took part. It must be gratifying to us to know 
that, except on one point, there was a; general concurrence in all 
the views which the Duke expressed. 

The point on which there was not a unanimous concurrence, 
was one of so much importance in the glacial question, that it 
deserves to be mentioned. 

The Duke stated that in his opinion " during the Glacial period 
the work of denudation was done, and done only, by ice in the 
three well-known forms,—first, of true glaciers descending moun
tain slopes ; second, of icebergs detached from the termination of 
these glaciers, where they reached the sea; and third, by floe 
or surface ice driven by currents which were determined in 
direction by the changing contour of the land during the pro
cesses of submersion and re-elevation." " I disbelieve alto
gether (said his Grace) in the theory of what is called an 
dee cap, or, in other words, hold that there is no evidence 
that there ever existed any universal mantle of ice higher 
or deeper than all the existing mountains; covering them, and 
moving over them from distant Northern regions." " A l l the 
phenomena of glaciation which are exhibited on our mountains, 
including the distribution of erratics, can, I think, be adequately 
accounted for by the two conditions or forms of moving ice now 
in actual operation on the globe—viz., ice moving not. up, but 
down mountain slopes by the force of gravitation, and ice floated 
by water and driven by currents, as icebergs, .or as floes." 
(" Nature," 14th Sept. 1876). 

The reading of the Duke's paper was followed by a discussion 
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in which eight geologists took part. I£ is not unimportant to 
remark that, with one exception, all of them concurred 
with His Grace on the subject of the " ice cap." Professor 
Williamson alone dissented, observing that he " was surprised 
at the apparent agreement among the Scotch geologists in their 
non-recognition of Agassiz's ice-sheet." 

One of the Scotch geologists thus alluded to was Professor 
Geikie. As his remarks were not fully reported in " Nature," I 
quote what he said on the glacial question from two local news
papers. The " Glasgow Herald " reported thus :—" Professor 
Geikie, after referring to the great value of the paper, stated that 
he was prepared to endorse almost every word of it. As to the 
ice-sheet, he quite agreed that there had been no geological 
change sufficient to account for the presence of the enormous 
mass of ice which was supposed by some to have covered the 
Northern Hemisphere." 

The "Edinburgh Courant" reported, on this point, that 
"Professor Geikie agreed with His Grace, that there was no 
geological change to show that there had been the enormous mass 
of ice which was supposed by some." 

I have thought it right to make this point clear, because, after 
these declarations by eminent geological authorities, some of 
whom had previously been zealous partisans of the ice-cap 
theory, we shall probably hear little more of that theory in 
Scotland. 

3. Another thing of considerable geological interest, which has 
occurred in Scotland during the last six months, has been the 
publication of :a geological map of Scotland by Professor Geikie. 
Previously, the only general map of our country of a reliable 
character which we had, was a small sketch map edited jointly 
by the late Sir Roderick Murchison and Professor Geikie. This 
one, being on a larger scale, contains much more information. 
On examining those parts of the map representing districts with 
which I am acquainted, I willingly bear testimony to its correct
ness. The only omission which I noticed regards a very remark
able series of whin dykes, at least eight in number, which cross 
the river Tay in an east and west direction, extending from Loch 
iEarn eastward through Forfarshire. I believe that these dykes 
cross the whole island from sea to sea. 

Professor Geikie, as director of the Scotch Geological Survey, 
and acquainted with the work of his field assistants, as also of 
work done by local amateur geologists, was really the only person 
who could undertake the construction of a geological map of the 
country, and that object he has ably accomplished. 

It would have added to the value of the map had it b6en 
accompanied by some explanation (printed on the boards) dis
tinguishingthe work 6fthe survey officers from the work of 
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other observers. Of course iu the districts surveyed by Professor 
'Geikie and his; assistants, the information given on the map will 
be accepted as complete and correct. It would also have been 
useful to have indicated the districts not yet overtaken by the 
Government surveyors, so as to show what still remained open 
for the researches of private individuals. 

Such an explanation would have afforded an opportunity of 
informing the Scotch public what progress had been made in the 
work of the survey. The importance of that survey is great,—not 
only as regards geological science, but also for the help it gives in 
searching ior new or additional sources of mineral wealth, by in
dicating the districts of country where these should be sought foiL 

4. The next matter of geological interest I refer to isiherecmt 
Arctic. Expedition, which has returned home within the last few 
weeks. Though the primary object of the expedition has not 
been realised, a large amount of scientific information has no 
doubt been gathered. The glimpses already given in the reports 
published in the newspapers show that the geological discoveries 
are of primary importance. 

The remarkable discovery made some years ago of coal seams 
in Melville Island, proving that in former ages a tropical climate 
once prevailed in the Arctic circle, has been fully confirmed by 
the finding of coral fossils, which indicate a tropical ocean. 

The deductions by former Arctic explorers, that the land about 
latitude 82° has risen gradually out of the sea to a great height, is 
also confirmed—1st, by the discovery of post-Pliocene beds of 
gravel and sand, full of the fauna and flora of the adjoining sea. 
up to a height exceeding 1000 feet; and 2d, by the smoothing of 
rocks by ice floes up from the present sea level to about 400 feet* 
when the smoothing disappears only because of the decomposition 
of the rocks. 

This observation supports an opinion, founded on other data* 
suggested some years ago by Kane and Hayes, that whilst the 
land north of latitude 76° has been rising, the land south of that 
line has.been sinking. The sinking of the land has been in* 
dicated by the erections of human workmanship in South 
Greenland having been found under the sea. 

These speculations, which have now increased presumptions in 
their favour, point of course to the existence formerly of a con
tinent situated to the south of Greenland,—which would explaM 
Several.things in our own country not otherwise intelligible. 

Thus, there are at least three plants in the north-west of 
Ireland and the Island of Skye whose natural habitat is Labrador, 
and which exist in no other part of Europe. This fact led the 
late Edward Forbes to infer the existence of a continent nearer 
Europe than Labrador, from which these plants might have beeii 
transported by floating ice. 
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So also on all the Outer Hebrides, and on the north-west coast 
of the mainland of Scotland, there are undoubted marks on the 
rocks/at great heights, which show that ice, carrying boulders and 
striating these rocks, must have come from the sea in a north* 
west direction. 

As it is probable that the reports of the Arctic expedition 
officers will throw light on such speculations, it is natural that 
the publication ot them in detail should be looked forward to 
with much interest. 

5. Another point to which I may refer, is the bringing out of a 
^second edition" of the book called "The Great Ice Age!' As 
it wai3 only three years ago that the first edition was published, 
so early a call for a second edition shows the interest taken by 
the general public in all that is ascribed to glacier agency. 

Mr James Geikie has done well in acceding to the call made 
upon him, and in giving to this edition some additional attrac
tions by means of several effective engravings. 

The interest attaching to the subject is much enhanced by the 
discovery that, not only during post-Pliocene times, but even in 
the early epochs of the earth's history, indicated by the older 
formations, viz., the Old Red Sandstone, the Carboniferous and 
the. Chalk, boulders occur, and striatums on the rocks have been 
observed, similar to those of recent date. 

It is therefore important that the phenomena of recent date 
should be extensively observed, and be correctly understood/to 
enable us to explain the fainter traces of ice action at former 
periods. 

I know of no other book in the English language, than this 
one of Mx Geikie, which is devoted to • an enumeration of facts, 
and to an enunciation of inferences, applicable exclusively to ice 
action; and I think that geologists are greatly obliged to him, 
eveu though.to many of its facts and inferences objections may 
well be taken. Let me ̂ enumerate a few of these. 

(1) I see that Mr Geikie adheres to his old views about an ice
cap, or ice-sheet, under which (I quote his words) "all Scotland, 
save the higher mountains tops, lay buried,—the same overwhelm
ing mantle of ice wrapping the northern part of England, Wales, 
and. Ireland in its folds." (page 564). 

On this point, I need only refer to thediscussion in the Geological 
Sedtion of the British Association at Glasgow, when all the Scotch 
geologists present, and most of the English geologists, concurred 
in abandoning that speculation. 
. (2) I observe that Mr Geikie adheres to his former view that 
the striations on the rocks of the Hebrides and the north-west 
coasts of the mainland of Scotland all indicate a movement from 
the mountains of the interior. 

Thus in the Long Island, which Mr-Geikie says,he personally 
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examined in the year 1872, he found that the movement across 
the island had been from the south-east. In his map accom
panying the first, edition, six or seven spots bear red coloured 
arrows to indicate this fact; and in the map accompanying the 
second edition, these red coloured arrows are increased to 16 or 17 
in number.. 

Now, it has been frequently pointed out, that other geologists 
entirely differ from Mr Geikie on this point. 

Mr Geikie frankly and properly refers in a foot-note to the 
fact that. Mr J. F. Campbell of Islay and Dr Bryce, our vicer 
president, differ from him. If he had been present at the Glasgow 
meeting of the British Association he would have found that the 
Duke of Argyll, Professor Harkness, and Mr Jolly of Inverness 
also gave decided testimony in opposition to.his views. 

(3) Mr Geikie in his first edition, whilst adverting to the 
subject of kaims, in one part of his book, contended that they 
were formed by torrents of fresh water, and in another part 
allowed that some kaims were submarine deposits. 

This apparent inconsistency he has now corrected, by 
withdrawing his concession, that any were submarine. 

To the change of his opinion on this point.he calls attention in 
his Preface (page xv.). At the close of his 20th chapter he uses 
these words in regard to kaims: " To explain the occurrence of 
these anomalously situated deposits,I believe we shall be com-* 
pelled to have recourse to the solution.proposed by a Swedish 
geologist, viz., that they have been formed underneath the ice-
sheet; and the manner in which they may have accumulated, I 
shall describe in the next chapter." (page 237). 

I do not at present discuss this or any other view announced 
in Mr Geikie's book; I wish only to observe that his opinion that 
the kaims and other beds of stratified detritus are not submarine, 
but have been formed under an ice-sheet, is not shared in by the 
geologists of Ireland, America, or Sweden, in all which countries 
the kaims occur on a larger scale than in Scotland, and that the 
finding of sea shells in gravel-beds, at heights of several hundred 
feet above the sea, in England, Ireland, and Scotland ought surely 
to leave no doubt on the subject. 

(4) Mr Geikie is very unwilling to allow that the land.has 
ever been submerged beneath the sea. 

He says (page 247): " I hold that neither the erratics nor any 
portion of the stratified and reasserted upper drifts of the interior 
(of our country) afford any evidence in favour of marine 
submergence ; but that all the phenomena must be attributed to 
the combined action of the retreating ice-sheet and local glaciers, 
and those great floods and inundations that marked the gradual 
disappearance of Arctic conditions." But, as if feeling that a 
more explicit account of .his views would be expected regarding 
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the transport of boulders, Mr Geikie himself puts the question^ 
" H o w do we account for the scattering of these far travelled 
blocks over,: we may say, the whole face of the country ? Some 
of them, it is evident, must have crossed wide valleys and con
siderable hills before they came to a final rest. The highland 
boulders on the Pentlands and Lammermuirs, for example, after 
crossing Strathallan or Strathearn, traversed either the Campsie 
or the Ochil hills, and passed athwart the broad vale of the 
Forth: before they finished their journey. By what agent were 
they transported ? The answer is—By a colossal glacier. So, in 
like manner, would I account for the presence of the numerous 
grey granite boulders that strew the slopes of the Galloway 
mountains; for the boulders that cluster along the northern face 
of the Sidlaws and the Ochils; for the perched blocks that occur 
up to great heights in the glens and valleys of the Highlands ; 
andior those that dot the surface of Orkney and Shetland and 
the islands of the Hebrides " (page 200). 

Thus, according to Mr Geikie, the transport of these far 
travelled boulders to the various mountains on which they have 
stuck is attributable, not to floating ice, but to " a colossal glacier," 
meaning the great ice-sheet,—by which he supposes that not 
Scotland only, but a great part of England also was covered. 

It is unnecessary for me, after the almost unanimous repudia
tion of that fancy at the British Association meeting in Glasgow, 
to show its unsoundness. 

There would have been less inducement, on my part, to have 
said so much about this book had the views expressed in it been 
put forward merely as suggestions deserving consideration. But 
they are generally announced in such terms as to lead to the idea 
that they are truths indubitable and acknowledged. The book 
is, as the title page states, written by an officer of H.M. 
Geological Survey. It bears date from the Geological Survey, 
Perth, and it is inscribed to Professor Eamsay,. the director-
general of the Geological Surveys of the Uuited Kingdom, who is 
spoken of in the dedication as the author's " teacher and friend," 
so that the book comes before the public with a certain amount 
of official authority. 

At the same time I freely admit that the book is exceedingly 
valuable. It will serve to awaken attention to a most important 
part of geological science, aud to stimulate farther researches 
bearing on the questions treated of by the author. 

6. Another matter which it occurs to me to advert to, is the 
publication of two interesting papers on ice agency in the two last 
numbers of the "Geological Magazine." 

In the October number there is a paper by Dr Landor of Ontario, 
Canada, " On Ground Ice as a Carrier of Stones and Debris." 
3?he paper, it appears> was written in the year 1869, and read to 
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a Canadian Society. It had become known to Mr James Geikie, 
and as he found it had not been reproduced in this country, he 
sent it to the " Geological Magazine," on account, as he says, of 
its importance. In this paper Dr Landor states that annually 
in the St Lawrence and other Canadian rivers, even of small 
size, he has seen " a vast number of pebbles and stones as big 
as a foot in diameter carried away by ground ice ;" and he has 
no doubt that the bottoms of all the lakes of North America are 
strewed with gravel, and even small boulders, which have been 
brought into them in this way by rivers ; and that the seed3 of 
plants, and the ova of fish and insects, are by the same means 
transported and distributed over wide areas of the earth's surface. 

The. Other paper is by Professor Milne, " On Ice and Ice Work 
in Newfoundland ; " and its object is to describe the immense 
amount of work done, not only in transporting boulders, but in 
striating rocks, by floe ice, on the coasts of Newfoundland and 
Labrador. In particular he. specifies the Island of St John, the 
rocks on which, consisting of limestone, have, owing to this cause, 
been " planed perfectly flat;—and then across the surface 
so planed, a series of parallel lines several yards in length, from 
3 to 6 inches apart, and from one-eighth to one-fourth of an 
inch deep, had been evenly ruled. Sometimes (he adds) instead 
of lines crossing an even plane, similarly marked, smooth, trough
like hollows have been formed " (page 405). Professor Milne 
mentions that " where the pack-ice can float up and down along 
the foot of a cliff, or in deep water near rocks, the consequences 
are the formation of horizontal grooves aud scratches; and these 
are in some cases carried to such an extent, that the cliff may be 
undercut" (p. 406). 

Professor Milne adds, that " looking at the Northern Hemi
sphere alone, and comparing the deeply indented coast lines, say 
of North America and Greenland, every yard of which is more or 
less subject to the action of coast-ice, with the portions which 
throw off glaciers to form bergs, the coast ice must in quantity 
be infinitely greater than the glaciers. The northern field ice, 
when it arrives in the latitudes of Newfoundland, is often seen 
to be covered with boulders, gravel, kelp, and other materials, 
showing it to have been at some time or other in contact with 
the coast. In Newfoundland, which appears to be a rising area, 
there is every reason to suspect that many of the markings seen 
round the coast, which have hitherto been attributed either to 
glaciers or to icebergs, have been impressed by coast ice 
(pp. 408, 9). 

Reports such as those by eye witnesses, of the agency of float
ing ice, not only in transporting boulders but in striating rocks, 
seem to me exceedingly valuable, and throw a large amount of 
newjight on the subject. 
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7. Before concluding these somewhat desultory notes, I may 
mention the recent discovery of two small boulders in the west 
of Scotland, which appears to me extremely interesting. 

(1) Near Kilwinning, in Ayrshire, a coal pit has recently been 
sunk. The Pleistocene beds above the rocks are about 42 feet 
thick. One of these is a bed of muddy sand 18 feet thick, con
taining Arctic shells, and in this bed a small boulder of flint 
was found. 

Mr Robertson of Glasgow, who pays great attention to these 
Pleistocene deposits, has been so obligipg as to send to me a small 
chip of this boulder, and I now produce it for your inspection. 

Mr Robertson in his letter states that he has in his possession 
a portion of another flint boulder found on an Island in Loch 
Lomond, in a clay bed containing Arctic shells. 

The question arises, where did these flint boulders come from ? 
I see from Professor Geikie's map, that the only part of 

Scotland where chalk exists is in the Island of Mull, distant 
about 30 miles to the north-west. 

These flint boulders found in the west of Scotland remind me 
of the flints which were produced at a meeting of our own Society 
last winter, accompanied by a most interesting paper, in which 
Mr Smyth described the locality where they had been found,— 
-viz., in a great sand pit between Arthur Seat and Leith. By the 
kindness of Mr Smyth, I now exhibit some of the specimens of 
these flint boulders. 

(2) The other boulder, to which I referred was one of galena, 
or sulphuret of lead, found in Glasgow when an excavation was 
being made for, the. foundation of a large new building. The 
deposits here (beginning at the surface) consisted of—1st, a bed 
of yellow clay 2 feet thick; next, a bed of sand, which in its 
lower part passed into coarse gravel. In this coarse gravel, at a 
depth from the surface of 10 feet, the boulder was found. It 
weighed about 1 cwt., and was of an irregular oval shape, 
rounded at the corners. 

Mr. Young, curator of the Glasgow University Museum, who 
has had the kindness to send to me a bit of this boulder for 
exhibition here to-night, has been trying to discover districts in 
Scotland from whence this boulder came. There are three 
districts where lead veins abound—viz., at Tyndrum, at Inverteill 
in Argyllshire, and at Leadhills in Dumfriesshire. 

The subject is obtaining full consideration at. the hands of Mr 
Young* and the result of his inquiries will be stated at an early 
meeting of the Glasgow Geological Society. 

Perhaps, whilst referring to the subject of boulders, I may be 
permitted to refer to the existence of a committee appointed 
some years ago, by the Royal Society of Edinburgh, to collect 
information regarding Scotch boulders. That committee has 
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published three reports; and being convener of the committee I 
am now collecting materials for a fourth report. There are, in 
the Transactions of our Society, notices of a number of boulders, 
which I propose to refer to in our next report; and I should be 
glad to receive from members of this Society notes of any 
boulders of an interesting character with which they are 
acquainted, so that these also may be included in our next 
report. 
. Gentlemen, in concluding my address, I have to express a 
hope, that during the present session we may have an abundance 
of interesting papers. We are fortunate in having a Secretary, 
who, being energetic and popular, and also a good geologist, will 
no doubt know where he can seek for interesting materials to lay 
before us. But I trust that members will not require to be 
canvassed/and that they will volunteer papers on any subjects 
which they think are calculated to create interest and induce 
discussion. 

On the motion of Mr HENRY CADELL of Grange, formerly 
Vice-President of the Society, seconded by Mr BINNING HOME 
of Argaty, the thanks of the Society were awarded to Mr MILNE 
HOME, 

The Society then elected *>the following office-bearers for 
Session 1876-77:— 

President—D. MILNE HOME, L L . D . 

Vice-Presidents. 
JAMES BRYCE, L L . D . | JAMES MELVIN, 

Honorary Secretary—EALPH RICHARDSON, F R . S . E , 

Treasurer—GEORGE LYON. | Librarian—R. D. K E R . 

Curator of Museum—Joms HENDERSON. 

Councillors. 
ANDREW FLEMING, M . D . JOHN BUCHANAN, C E . 
ANDREW, TAYLOR, F.C.S. ALEXANDER SOMERVAIL. 
JAMES LINN. THOMAS W . KJLGOUR. 
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